
    ,                Spain US Chamber of Commerce is the Responsible of the treatment of the personal data of the Interested and informs

                 2016 679  27   him that these data will be treated in conformity with the arranged thing in the Regulation (UE) / of of April

     3 2018  5   ,          (GDPR) and the Organic Law / of of December (LOPDGDD) reason why the following information of the treatment is

  :facilitated to him

    : Purposes and legitimacy of processing

        , . 6.1. :         For the legitimate interest of the data controller (GDPR art f) to maintain a commercial relationship with the data

                , . 6.1. : subject and to provide the services contracted with the data controllerFor consent of the data subject (GDPR art a)

     .sending communications of products or services

  :Data retention criteria  
                      they shall be kept for no longer than is necessary to maintain the purpose of the processing and when no longer necessary

  ,                 for that purpose they shall be deleted with appropriate security measures to ensure the pseudonymisation of the data or

     .the complete destruction of the data

  :Communication of data  
 ,                  Your data for the proper provision of service will be transferred to the companies belonging to Always On group

   . . .             (information available at www alwayson es) The data controller has the necessary contracts for the provision of services

                 .to ensure that the data are processed in accordance with the quality criteria defined by the data controller

                      Any exercise of rights will be able to make it before the person in charge of the treatment who will proceed to communicate

        .to any addressee of the data about such exercise

     :Rights that assist the Interested Party

       . Right to withdraw consent at any time

   , ,              Right of access rectification portability and deletion of your data and the limitation or opposition to their

. processing

           . .        The right to lodge a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (www aepd es) if you consider that the treatment

       .does not comply with the regulations in force

      Contact details of the service provider

     ,  92, . , . 0  28220  . : .Always On Group C/ Las Norias nº Bloq B Plta - Majadahonda (Madrid) Email atencionalcliente@alwayson es

Privacy Policy


